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Visualization of the electric field of a point charge  1

Overview 
In the first three laboratory activities, you will visualize and simulate phenomena that you 
have seen in your introductory mechanics and electromagnetism courses.  Because the 
physics is familiar, you will able to focus on learning and/or brushing up on the Python 
programming language. Further, each exercise is designed to illustrate one or more 
important points about computational simulations that will be relevant when you move on to 
programming for quantum computers. 

For these activities, you will use the VPython  programming language, which is comprised of 2

Python plus a graphics module that makes it easy to produce real-time 3D animations.  You 
will write and run your programs in the GlowScript  interactive development environment 3

(IDE), which runs in your web browser.  The GlowScript IDE cannot access your computer’s 
file system or Python’s add-on packages.  Some common functions from the math and numpy 
modules are, however, incorporated into GlowScript VPython. 

Objectives  
In this laboratory, you will write code to calculate and visualize the electric field  at many 
locations around a single point charge.  Clearly, once the number of locations increases 

beyond a few, it becomes impractical to calculate the value of  using pencil and paper, 
even with the aid of a calculator.  This task is perfect, however, for a computer because 
computers excel at performing simple repetitive numerical calculations.   

More generally, there are numerous phenomena throughout physics and other scientific 
disciplines that can only be studied using computers.  These areas of study fall under the 
umbrella category of scientific computing; Quantum Information Science is one such topic. 

After completing this activity, you should be able to: 
• Create, fill, and loop through a Python list. 
• Define and use your own Python function. 

⃗E

⃗E

 Adapted from VPython Introductory Computational Physics by Ruth Chabay and Bruce Sherwood.1

 VPython was developed by Carnegie-Mellon physicists David Scherrer and Bruce Sherwood.2

 VPython is also available for installation on individual computers as a Python module.  See 3

vpython.org for more information.

http://www.compadre.org/portal/items/detail.cfm?ID=5692
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Electric field of a point charge 
A point charge  electric field produces an electric field  at all points in space.  The 

magnitude and direction of  are given by Coloumb’s Law: 

 , 

where  
K = 8.99 x 109 N m2/C2  (the electrostatic constant, also known as the Coulomb 
constant) 
 = the distance between the charge q and the observation location 

 = a unit vector pointing from the charge q toward the observation location. 

Given the position of the source charge, , and the location at which we want to know the 

electric field, , it is easy to find  and .  As shown in the figure at at the top of the page, 
the position of the observation location relative to charge q is given by the vector pointing to 
the observation point minus the vector pointing to the source charge: 

 . 

1.Getting started with VPython in GlowScript 
‣ Sign in at www.glowscript.org.  (If necessary, create an account.) 

‣ You will see the sentence "You are signed in as <your user name> and your programs are 
here." Click on here. 

‣ Using the Add Folder tab, create a folder named QCIPU. Make sure that Public is checked 
when you do so — this will allow your instructors and peers to see your programs.  
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<latexit sha1_base64="RIeS7Ltzsc630v6cYkRi8Xs/dKA=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AquhszQarsruHFZwT6kHUomzbShSWZIMoUy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTscX8/99oQqzWJ5Z6YJDQQeShYxgo2V7ku9CSWZmpX6hSJykV+tlH2IXL+Cal7Nkgryapdl6LlogSJYodEvvPcGMUkFlYZwrHXXQ4kJMqwMI5zO8r1U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHHwDJ5bZQCjWNmSBi7U7xMZFlpPRWg7BTYj/dubi3953dRE1SBjMkkNlWS5KEo5NDGcfw8HTFFi+NQSTBSzt0IywgoTYzPK2xC+PoX/k5bvepbf+sU6WsWRA6fgDFwAD1yBOrgBDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJ8XhkFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RIeS7Ltzsc630v6cYkRi8Xs/dKA=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AquhszQarsruHFZwT6kHUomzbShSWZIMoUy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTscX8/99oQqzWJ5Z6YJDQQeShYxgo2V7ku9CSWZmpX6hSJykV+tlH2IXL+Cal7Nkgryapdl6LlogSJYodEvvPcGMUkFlYZwrHXXQ4kJMqwMI5zO8r1U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHHwDJ5bZQCjWNmSBi7U7xMZFlpPRWg7BTYj/dubi3953dRE1SBjMkkNlWS5KEo5NDGcfw8HTFFi+NQSTBSzt0IywgoTYzPK2xC+PoX/k5bvepbf+sU6WsWRA6fgDFwAD1yBOrgBDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJ8XhkFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RIeS7Ltzsc630v6cYkRi8Xs/dKA=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AquhszQarsruHFZwT6kHUomzbShSWZIMoUy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTscX8/99oQqzWJ5Z6YJDQQeShYxgo2V7ku9CSWZmpX6hSJykV+tlH2IXL+Cal7Nkgryapdl6LlogSJYodEvvPcGMUkFlYZwrHXXQ4kJMqwMI5zO8r1U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHHwDJ5bZQCjWNmSBi7U7xMZFlpPRWg7BTYj/dubi3953dRE1SBjMkkNlWS5KEo5NDGcfw8HTFFi+NQSTBSzt0IywgoTYzPK2xC+PoX/k5bvepbf+sU6WsWRA6fgDFwAD1yBOrgBDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJ8XhkFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RIeS7Ltzsc630v6cYkRi8Xs/dKA=">AAAB8HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AquhszQarsruHFZwT6kHUomzbShSWZIMoUy9CvcuFDErZ/jzr8xfQgqeuDC4Zx7ufeeMOFMG4Q+nLX1jc2t7dxOfndv/+CwcHTc0nGqCG2SmMeqE2JNOZO0aZjhtJMoikXIaTscX8/99oQqzWJ5Z6YJDQQeShYxgo2V7ku9CSWZmpX6hSJykV+tlH2IXL+Cal7Nkgryapdl6LlogSJYodEvvPcGMUkFlYZwrHXXQ4kJMqwMI5zO8r1U0wSTMR7SrqUSC6qDbHHwDJ5bZQCjWNmSBi7U7xMZFlpPRWg7BTYj/dubi3953dRE1SBjMkkNlWS5KEo5NDGcfw8HTFFi+NQSTBSzt0IywgoTYzPK2xC+PoX/k5bvepbf+sU6WsWRA6fgDFwAD1yBOrgBDdAEBAjwAJ7As6OcR+fFeV22rjmrmRPwA87bJ8XhkFQ=</latexit>
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http://www.glowscript.org
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2.Electric field at a single location 

‣ Go into the QCIPU folder and select Create New Program. Name your program Lab1 or 
something similar.  You will then be sent immediately to the GlowScript editor for this 
program.  

‣ Copy the above code into your GlowScript editor, but do not run it.  Spend at least 5 
minutes going through the code with your partner(s) making sure that you understand 
what it does at every single line before proceeding to the next step. 

‣ Click Run this program.  Does the code do what you expected?  Are the magnitude and 

direction of  physically reasonable?  If not, why not?  Be sure to fix any errors and/or 
resolve any discrepancies before proceeding to step 3. 

3.Electric field at multiple locations 
For the remainder of this activity, you will modify the provided starting code so that it 
calculates and draws arrows representing the electric field at many locations surrounding 
the point charge.  As with any programming task, the best approach is to break it into 
several steps, each of which can be debugged and checked before proceeding to the next 
one. 

⃗E
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3a.  Calculation of the electric field 
Whenever you need to perform same operation more than once or twice in a program, it is 
most efficient to write a function.  Functions keep your code short and readable, and 
also prevent errors from being introduced when copying-and-pasting.    

‣ Based on the code in lines 23—28, write a function that calculates the electric field 
vector at  due to a point charge at  and then draws an arrow representing the 

electric field at that location. What parameters should your function depend on?  What 
value(s) should it return?  

‣ Pause and check! Your function should (for identical inputs) obtain the same electric 
field as lines 23—24 and produce the same arrow as line 28 in the starting code. 

‣ Once you are confident that your function is working correctly, move it to an appropriate 
location near the beginning of your program.  Then replace lines 23—28 with a single call 
to your new function. 

3b.  Electric field in the xy plane  
Whenever you need to perform the same operation multiple times using different values for 
the input parameters, it is useful to put the different values for each parameter in a list or 
other iterable container.  Once your parameter values are in a list, you can loop over the 
list elements and perform the desired operation(s) on each element one-at-a-time with 
only a few lines of code. 

The electric field of a point charge is spherically symmetric, meaning that it looks the same 
viewed from any angle as long as you remain at a fixed distance from the charge. 

‣ Create a list of vectors at 12 evenly spaced locations on a circle of radius R = 3 × 10−10 m, 
lying in the xy plane and centered on the charge. 
 

Hint: Although VPython vectors are given in Cartesian (x,y,z) coordinates, a circle is best 
described in spherical polar ( ) coordinates.  How do you express the spherical-

polar vector ( ) in Cartesian coordinates?  What is the value of  in the xy plane? 

‣ Replace the single location vector  in line 22 of the starting code with your new list.  

Then write a loop that calculates and draws the -field at each location in the list.  
Remember to use the function that you wrote in 3a. 

Syntax for a for loop:  https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_for_loops.asp 

and for a while loop: https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_while_loops.asp 

‣ Pause and check! Are your arrows evenly spaced around the point charge?  Is the 
electric field spherically symmetric?  (You may need to rotate the scene to get a good 
view.)  If not, fix your code as needed. 

⃗robs ⃗rq

r, θ, ϕ
r, θ, ϕ ϕ

⃗robs ⃗E

Check  in with an instructor before continuing.

https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_for_loops.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_while_loops.asp
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The magnitude  of the electric field from a point charge decreases with the distance 

from the charge as . 

‣ Modify your code to also calculate and draw the electric field at 12 evenly spaced 
locations on circles in the xy plane of radii R = 6 × 10−10 m and R = 9 × 10−10 m 

Hint: You can do this quickly by creating a new list R_list = [3e-10, 6e-10, 9e-10], and 
looping over R_list.   

‣ Pause and check!  Does the magnitude of the electric field decrease with the distance 
from the charge as  ?  (You may need to rotate the scene to get a good view.)  If not, 
fix your code as needed. 

3c.  Electric field in the xz and yz planes (if time allows) 

‣ Repeat step 3b with circles in the xz and yz planes.    

‣ Pause and check!  Rotate the scene around to get a good view from many angles.  Do 
the magnitude and direction of the electric field look physically reasonable? 

Just for inspiration… your final product should look something like this. Pretty, right?  ;) 

| ⃗E |
1/r2

1/r2

Check  in with an instructor before continuing.


